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Topics we covered:

Safer internet day

Earth day

World food safety day

Europe day



Introduction

I was presented: safer internet day, earth day, world food safety 
day, Europe day. In each topic we learned about it, did practical 

work. We had to watch short video clips, play games, … 

I developed listening and technical skills, because we had to do 
a lot of work on our computers. I also improved my teamwork 

skills, since we had to do a lot of tasks in groups. 



Safer internet day 
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This was the first topic we covered. 
This lesson we had to do some 

practical work such as write slang 
internet words into class notebook. 

We also were divided into pairs. I 
ended up with a 5th former. In pairs 

we had to find solutions to 
presented problems. Then we had to 

do ‘’safe internet” posters. 
Since I’m quite educated on the 
topic I haven’t learned anything 

new. However I am glad, that I went 
over the rules again. I remember to: 
not download unknown files from 

the internet, do not befriend 
suspicious people from the internet, 
and to not share too much personal 

details. 





Earth day
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This lesson I was presented the topic: 

Earth day. During this lesson we had 

to do many tasks. We had to do a 

crossword, we had to send a photo of 

the environment surrounding us and 

describe it. We also had to write a 

short poem about the Earth. And the 

final task was to translate the 

proverbs, which were presented to us 

through powerpoint. One of the 

proverbs we had to illustrate. 

This lesson I learned that the Earth 

day is celebrated on 22nd of April. 

Learned a couple of new words as 

well, like: greenhouse, ozone layer, … 

The topic was also presented with 

slides. 





World food safety day
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This day we had the topic: World food 

safety day. We had to present our 

favourite meals. We had to make an 

illustration through a presented website. 

Then we had to describe the meal using 

questions ( which were presented to us 

as well ). Then we did a group photo of 

us handing different foods in our hand. 

Information and the topic was presented 

to us with an animated video, where we 

had to fill in the gaps. We did reflection 

on quizizz. 

Haven’t learned anything new about the 

topic, but I loved and enjoyed the 

practical work. 





Europe day
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And the last topic we covered was: 

Europe day. During this topic we had to 

do comics. Also we were divided into 2 

groups to answer some questions about 

Europe and European Union. My group 

won. I really liked comics making. I 

found it new and interesting. We also did 

reflection with quizizz on this topic. I 

learned a lot about this topic. Main 

things I learned are: the institutions, the 

motto and the European anthem. 





Final Conclusion of my Experiential Learning 

I really enjoyed the presented topics. Learned a lot of new words and 

remembered some things I already knew in the past. My favourite topic 

and lesson was: World food safety day. Though I really liked European 

day as well. I enjoyed the practical work, my favourite one was the 

comics. I also liked the presentation of “my favourite meal”. 


